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At the turn of the twentieth century, German popular entertainment was
a realm of unprecedented opportunity for Jewish performers. This study
explores the terms of their engagement and pays homage to the many
ways in which German Jews were instrumental in the birth of an incom-
parably rich world of popular culture. It traces the kaleidoscope of
challenges, opportunities, and paradoxes Jewish men and women faced
in their interactions with predominantly Gentile audiences. Modern
Germany was a society riddled by conflicts and contradictory impulses,
continuously torn between desires to reject, control, or celebrate indi-
vidual and collective difference. Otte’s book demonstrates that an anal-
ysis of popular entertainment can be one of the most innovative ways to
trace this complicated negotiation throughout a period of great social
and political turmoil.
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At length I bought a ticket for the Waterloo Panorama, housed in an
immense domed rotunda, where from a raised platform in the middle
one can view the battle – a favorite subject with panorama artists –
in every direction. It is like being at the center of events. On a sort
of landscaped proscenium, immediately below the wooden rail amidst
tree stumps and undergrowth in the blood-stained sand, lie life-size
horses, and cut-down infantrymen, hussars and chevaus-legers, eyes
rolling in pain or already extinguished. Their faces are molded from
wax but the boots, the leather belts, the weapons, the cuirasses, and the
splendidly colored uniforms, probably stuffed with eelgrass, rags and
the like, are to all appearances authentic. Across this horrific three-
dimensional scene, on which the cold dust of time has settled, one’s
gaze is drawn to the horizon, to the enormous mural, one hundred and
ten yards by twelve, painted in 1912 by the French marine artist Louis
Dumontin on the inner wall of the circus-like structure. This then, I
thought, as I looked round about me, is the representation of history. It
requires a falsification of perspective. We, the survivors, see everything
from above, see everything at once, and still we do not know how it
was. The desolate fields extend all around where once fifty thousand
soldiers and ten thousand horses met their end within a few hours.
The night after the battle, the air must have been filled with death
rattles and groans. Now there is nothing but the brown silent soil.
Whatever became of the corpses and mortal remains? Are they buried
under the memorial? Are we standing on a mountain of death? Is that
our ultimate vantage point? Does one really have the much-vaunted
historical overview from such a position?

W. G. Sebald, Rings of Saturn (translated from W. G. Sebald, Die
Ringe des Saturn. Eine englische Wallfahrt [Frankfurt a. M.,
2001], 157–58).
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Preface
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busy schedules to carefully read and discuss sections of my work as I sought
the right voice to talk about an elusive past. My friends and colleagues at
the history department of Tulane University have shared their enthusiasm
for a world of ideas and challenged me to think comparatively. Among them
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the call of duty, when he revisited the page proofs at a moment in time
when I was getting truly tired of doing so. In addition, I very much appre-
ciated the suggestions of my two anonymous reviewers, who reviewed the
manuscript for Cambridge University Press with my best interest in mind.
At Cambridge University Press, Lew Bateman made sure that I would only
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able embarrassment, while Camilla Knapp carefully steered this manuscript
through production, especially when Hurricane Katrina threatened to derail
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This book would not have been possible without the terrific assistance of
numerous archivists and librarians in Berlin, Magdeburg, Mainz, Marburg,
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Museum in Berlin and Angelika Reed and Ines Hahn in particular, whose
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great pleasure. Not all my sources were derived from public archives, how-
ever, and this book would have been impossible to write were it not for the
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